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APPLICATIONS
Sikkema’s Weatherbuster and Glide Trac Vinyl Doors are
used in many commercial and agricultural environments...
•Dairy Barns
•Cold Storage Buildings
•Commercial/Industrial
Construction

•Garage Door Openings
•Horse Stable/Arena
•Plus many more!!!

Cold Storage

Dairy Barns

Commercial/ Industrial

Stable/Arena
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Benefits
Customers are extremely happy after purchasing a Vinyl door from Sikkema’s Equipment. Here are some
reasons why...
•Economical
•Dependable
•Easy to operate
•Heavy duty
•Custom made
•Wide range of sizes
•Quality made
•Durable vinyl
•Operates with automatic or
manual lift systems.
•Allows natural light through
•Flexible material absorbs
impacts
•Material secured to track

•Winch inside, outside, or
both
•Interior/Exterior door
mount
•Space saving
•Attractive
•Weatherproof
•Smooth operation
•Animal friendly
•Multiple color options
•Vertical storage=less bird
nests
•Through wall winch
•& many more!!!

Do-It-Yourself Repairs
MATERIAL & MEASUREMENTS
The Weatherbuster and Glide Trac doors are made of a strong and durable 18 oz. vinyl that won’t crack or
become brittle in harsh environments. All doors come in a standard white vinyl, but may be ordered in a
wide range of colors.
All of our doors are custom made to fit your building’s opening. Measure your opening as follows...
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The Glide Trac door has been the industry standard that Sikkema’s has been making for over 10 years.
It is great for any application. It’s heavy duty design and 18oz. material makes it an ideal door for
people who want both function and quality. Installation is faster and easier than that of a typical steel
or aluminum door and has the ability to be mounted on the interior or exterior of your structure.

Some lifting options
Electric

Exterior Mount
Interior Mount (inside view)

Interior Mount (outside view)
Inside

Outside
The pipe system of the Glide Trac Vinyl Door gives it the rigidity
of a solid door with the space saving vinyl door qualities.

Great for your entire barn!!!
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The Glide Trac Vinyl Door uses a secure track and slide system that allows for smooth raising and lowering
with the ability to withstand heavy wind loads.

Sikkema’s weather stop
& track and slide system

Folds up neatly, leaving no
wasted space

The Glide Trac Vinyl door is
Sikkema’s #1 selling door.
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VINYL DOORS
The Weatherbuster Vinyl Door has many great features and uses.
•Made of an 18 oz. vinyl that makes it a tough and durable door, yet soft and flexible enough to raise
and lower with ease.
•The winch operation pulls the door open and pulls it closed.
•It features heavy duty tracks with rollers for smooth operation and ease of use.
•Openings measuring 30’ Wide by 20’ High can be covered with a Weatherbuster door, making it ideal
for just about any size door opening.
Here is a sampling of pictures with the Weatherbuster installed...

20’

30’

Perfect for those XL openings!

Exterior Mount w/ the above header
kit added for no loss of clearance

Cable system

Break-away feature

Sikkema’s break-away feature is what makes this door special. Our unique engineered release
allows for minimal fabric damage. Doors get run into every now and then, and that is when the
Weatherbuster proves its worth. Hit it and just replace a few inexpensive pieces, and your door is as
good as new.
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(cont.)

These doors are extremely versatile, being rugged enough to handle just about anything you can throw
at it. We’ve tested these doors thoroughly, even backing a truck through one! Hey, accidents happen!

LIFTING OPTIONS
Both doors have available lifting options to fit your needs or wants, whether it be manual or automatic.
Sikkema’s Equipment offers several different options for each.

Manual Lifting Options
•Inside/Outside mount hand brake winch
•Through-wall winch system
Interior Mount
Hand Brake Winch

Through-wall winch

Exterior Mount
Hand Brake Winch

Automatic Lifting Options
•Heavy duty commercial opener - opens and closes with a mounted opener and also with a wireless
remote. Push the button once for easy open, easy close.
•Manual push button hoist - This hoist lifts the door quickly and easily. Holding the button allows for
raising and lowering of the Weatherbuster and Glide Trac Vinyl Doors.

Heavy Duty
Commercial Opener

GIVE US A CALL AND ORDER YOUR
WEATHERBUSTER OR GLIDE TRAC VINYL
DOOR TODAY!!!

Manual Push
Button Hoist
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Some related products:
Curtain Systems

Shade Cloth

Notes:

Sikkema’s Equipment
1235 100th St. S.E.
Byron Center, MI 49315
1-800-553-8171
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